
MATTE NICKEL (MNL)

MATTE ALUMINUM (MAL/MALCR)
Matte Aluminum is an understated but elegant modern neutral finish. Some TAG Hardware pieces use Matte Aluminum 
in conjunction with a bright touch of polished chrome, as the complementary two-tone between shiny chrome and Matte 
Aluminum gives depth to the appearance of the accessories. 

SLATE (SG)
The metallic Slate finish has graphite undertones on aluminum parts and slightly darker accents on posts, caps and handles. 

OIL RUBBED BRONZE (ORB)
Oil Rubbed Bronze combines a deep chocolate brown on longer aluminum pieces with nearly black accents. 

MATTE GOLD (MG)
Matte Gold is also deliberately two-toned, with a lighter gold colour on the longer aluminum pieces, and bolder, brassier 
gold accents.
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TAG Hardware offers a full line of closet accessories that allow 
designers to create and customize perfectly coordinated spaces in 
several different colours of finishes, including:

Matte Nickel is a highly popular, classic finish that adds a touch of warmth to what’s otherwise a neutral modern tone. 
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COORDINATED HARDWARE SYSTEMS

• Matte Nickel
• Polished Chrome
• Matte Aluminum

• Slate
• Oil Rubbed Bronze
• Matte Gold

POLISHED CHROME (CR)
Polished Chrome is a bright, almost mirror-like finish that pairs well with almost any wood cabinetry, from a simple smooth 
white to the deepest textured blacks.
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LEATHERS

WINTER

PEWTER
Pewter is a dark greige, with an underlying warmth that allows it to work 
especially well with in designs using darker board colours. It blends with 
Slate, provides excellent contrast for Matte Nickel or Matte Aluminum, and 
looks great with Matte Gold.

BEACH 
Beach is a pale fawn colour, sitting between a darker tan and a lighter 
cream. The warmer Beach fabric is an ideal pairing for MNL, MG, and 
ORB Engage accessories.

SLATE
Slate is a darker grey colour with warm undertones. It’s an ideal pairing 
for MAL and SG Engage accessories, but also works well with MNL, MG, 
and ORB.

FABRICS

LEATHER & FABRIC COLOURS
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TAG Hardware uses vegan imitation leather embossed with a walrus grain pattern.

Winter is white. Despite the name, it’s not a cold, severe white with blue 
undertones; Winter is a warmer white. If you want to maximize contrast for 
a design to really pop, or to work with white in your design, it’s an excellent 
choice.
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OYSTER
Oyster is a creamy, neutral transitional tone, perhaps halfway between 
ivory and ecru. We love Oyster with Matte Gold, as it brings out the 
richness in both, and it’s the best choice for subtle, softer palette. 

TAG Hardware’s ENGAGE Collection incorporates a textured fabric, Beach or Slate. Both these colours work well with a range of finishes 
offering an option for warm and cool tone finishes. 


